These are just some of the detailed construction items that make up the exclusive
HEAVY DUTY
FIBERGLASS
CONSOLES!

NEW MirroTrack!

ROCK SOLID
TRANSOM KNEE
BRACES

New select MirroCraft
models feature
the
“Mirro” Track Gunwale
Rail System. This allows
you to add accessories to
your gunwale, keeping a
nice clean rigging on
your new fishing machine!

The absolute strongest
in the industry. Not only
is it the strongest, they
also have more supports
than their competition!

10 INCH RIB SPACING

MirroCraft’s fiberglass
consoles, which are made
in house, are “better looking, more straight” than
competitors. Also, they
will not fade color and feature stainless gauge bezels
with brushed pewter looks
and accented gauge panels.

ROTO-MOLDED
SEATS

difference!

The 10” rib spacing that is used during
manufacturing at MirroCraft leads to
more strength in the hull compared to all
the other boats on the market. More
strength equals a tougher boat, especially
in rough water! In addition, the hull is
double riveted to the transom for added
strength on 17’ models and up!

SPRAY IN LINER

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
MirroCraft boats are covered by a Limited Lifetime
Warranty. Lifetime coverage extends to the hull,
and plywood floor. Not all
manufacturers have this!

Roto-molded upholstered
fishing seats have sculpted
side bolsters and plenty of
support for hours of comfort on the water!

INJECTED FOAM FLOORING
Once the floor is installed, MirroCraft injects the
foam underneath the flooring. This creates added
strength and eliminates any gaps that can be missed.
The result contributes to their famous quite ride on the
water, even on rough days!

MirroCraft boats have a
spray in liner which quiets the hull, eliminates
mildew and offers a durable storage area!

SEAMLESS
LIVEWELLS

BUILT IN THE USA

PERFORMANCE

Independently owned &
Wisconsin built since 1956.
It makes a difference when
the employees still care!

“Integrated Performance
Tabs” enhance out-ofthe-hole and top end performance. Available on
all models from Sportsman through the Aggressor EXP!

GAUGE THICKNESS
Compare the MirroCraft
Boat lineup to all the rest of
the competitors on the market, and you will find that
they are typically built
heavier!

BUILDING THE FINEST
ALUMINUM BOATS SINCE 1956
The live wells are seamless roto-molded, which
offer leak free performance, optimally placed
aerators, and ease of
draining and cleaning.

There’s no questioning the fact MirroCraft
boats are built with the highest quality,
along with industry changing technology.

